The Shockley (L gap͒ surface state on Cu͑332͒ has been studied by angle scanned ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. The Fermi surface indicates a two-dimensional ͑2D͒ and a one-dimensional ͑1D͒ state, both propagating freely parallel to the steps. Normal to the steps, the 2D state is slightly confined while the 1D state is localized. The 1D state can be rationalized either by disorder in the one-dimensional step lattice or by surface-bulk coupling at the individual steps. In both scenarios this 1D state represents an important link between scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy and photoemission data.
Shockley surface states behave like two-dimensional low electron density metals.
1 They are sensitive spectators of the surface but can as well be actors. The actor role is limited by the low density-on Cu͑111͒ one surface state electron is shared by about 20 unit cells-but they are outermost, are first met by impinging objects, and can thus influence the first stage of a gas surface reaction. Furthermore these electrons act in a quantum ensemble where coherent operation may affect the macroscopic organization: They are scattered by nanostructures such as atomic steps and it can be expected that they themselves produce a feedback on the atomic arrangement.
Scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒ and spectroscopy ͑STS͒ appear to be particularly sensitive to these surface states because they dominate in the zone between the tip and the surface.
2 These techniques map the local electronic density of states in real space. On an atomically flat surface, free-electron-like Bloch states exhibit a uniform charge density. In order to probe their momentum distribution, the surface states need to be perturbed, e.g., by island edges, surface steps, or single point defects. Under such circumstances standing wave patterns form that are accessible to observation by STM and STS. [3] [4] [5] Exciting applications arise from such experiments like, e.g., the tailoring of wave functions in fabricated nanostructures. 6 Atomic steps are among the simplest of such nanostructures. STS images of the local differential tip-surface conductance have recently produced a wealth of information on how the surface state interacts with a single atomic step 7, 8 or with a pair of adjacent steps. 3, 9 From the measurement of Friedel-type oscillation periods it was possible to extract Fermi wave vectors 10 and complete energy dispersion curves. 11 Although these long-range oscillations appear to be well understood, it is important to study the effects of atomic steps on the surface states by a more conventional technique. From photoemission spectra the energy-momentum dispersion can be obtained directly. The problem is that the photoemission experiment is not sensitive enough for the resolution of a single-quantum object, it is restricted to objects that are present in relatively large numbers. Vicinal surfaces provide a convenient way to study a macroscopic array of more or less regular steps on a surface.
Photoemission experiments on vicinal Cu͑111͒ showed a zero-point energy of the surface state proportional to 1/l, where l is the step separation with a propagation parallel to the macroscopic surface and not to the ͑111͒ terraces. [12] [13] [14] The experiments of Sánchez et al., found the steps to act as repulsive potentials and to confine the surface states.
14 Recent experiments of Ortega et al., indicate a critical step separation l c ϭ17 Å above which the surface state propagates parallel to the ͑111͒ terraces. 15 In the present paper we report the observation of a spectral feature appearing in the photoemission spectrum of Cu͑332͒, which is vicinal to close packed Cu͑111͒. Ideally this surface consists of monoatomic steps with (111 ) step facets and ͑111͒ terraces spanning 5 1 3 atomic rows (lϭ12 Å). The feature appears near the bottom of the surface-state band, and its energy dispersion identifies a one-dimensional ͑1D͒ electronic state that is propagating parallel to the steps while it is localized in the direction perpendicular to the steps. We discuss possible origins and how this species may relate to earlier observations in photoemission 16, 17 or STM/STS images. 18 The experiments were performed in a modified VG ESCALAB 220 photoelectron spectrometer 19 with He I␣ (hϭ21.2 eV) radiation. The k space was mapped for k ʈ Ͻ1 Å Ϫ1 and energies from 150 meV above the Fermi level to 700 meV binding energy. The overall energy/momentum resolution was better than 50 meV / 0.02 Å Ϫ1 full width at half maximum and all presented data were taken at room temperature. k ʈ is determined from the electron kinetic energy in the vacuum and the polar emission angle with respect to the optical surface: k ʈ ϭsin()ͱ2m e E kin /ប.
The Cu͑332͒ crystal was polished mechanically to within Ͻ0.5°accuracy ͑Mateck, Jülich͒. It was cleaned by several cycles of Ar-ion sputtering at low energies (ϳ200 eV), followed by mild annealing to 670 K and slow cool down to room temperature. The crystallographic directions were checked in situ by x-ray photoelectron diffraction and agree with the nominal orientation of the crystal. Surface crystallography was checked by low-energy electron diffraction. The observed spot splitting is consistent with a regular step structure over large areas. Sample cleanness was verified by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Contaminations during the experiments were always below 0.04 monolayers ͑ML͒ carbon and 0.02 ML oxygen.
In Fig. 1 sen as k x normal to the steps ͑running upstairs from left to right͒ and k y parallel to the steps. The photoemission intensity on a gray scale is bright for direct transitions. The feature on the left-hand side is a section across the threedimensional sp-derived bulk Fermi surface of copper. 20 It shows that for the photon energy of 21.2 eV no bulk transitions with k ʈ Ͻ0.8 Å Ϫ1 are expected and all direct transitions within this range are surface-state related. The elliptical feature close to the center of the map is the 2D Shockley surface state. The dashed lines mimic the surface Brillouin zones that are given by the step separation. ⌫ 00 is the projection of ⌫ 000 along ͓332͔ and M 01/2 that of L 1/21/21/2 . It is seen that the surface state is centered within 0.02 Å Ϫ1 at the surface Brillouin zone boundary on M 01/2 (k x ϭ0.26 Å Ϫ1 ), the projection of L and not on the projection of the ͓111͔ direction that is located at k x ϭ0.36 Å Ϫ1 at this electron kinetic energy. This confirms the finding of earlier work [12] [13] [14] that these electrons propagate parallel to the macroscopic surface, which is modulated by the regular step lattice. The 2D Shockley surface state has an ellipsoidal Fermi surface with half-axes of k x F ϭ0.21(2) Å Ϫ1 and ϭ390 meV) it can be concluded that the step potentials are repulsive for the surface-state electrons as it was found experimentally 14 and theoretically. 22 The state in the second surface Brillouin zone does not disperse along ⌫ M ͑Fig. 4͒. The maximum binding energy E 0 1d is 240 meV, decreases with respect to E 0 2d , and indicates the energy cost for the localization of the electrons. If we assume a particle in a box we get from the zero-point energy E zero ϭE 0 (111) ϪE 0 1d ϭ150 meV a box size of 24 Å or about 2 step separations.
In Figs. 2͑b͒-2͑d͒ the dispersion of the 1D surface state is shown on azimuthal cuts for three different values of k ʈ . Clearly a free-electron-like behavior parallel to the steps can be seen. The effective masses in the y direction are determined after projection ͓k y ϭsin()k ʈ ͔. Again, the effective mass ͓m y *ϭ0.44(6)m e ͔ corresponds to that of the surface state on Cu͑111͒. From the value of k F along the steps an occupancy of 0.26e Ϫ is found, which is larger than that of the 2D state.
The intensity ratio of the 2D and 1D states can be seen in Fig. 3 where energy distribution curves along ⌫ M are shown. Clearly, the 1D state is a minority species and has about 0.08 of spectral weight relative to the 2D state.
In the following we try to rationalize the occurrence of this 1D state or resonance, and to relate it to observations made in STM/STS images. There are two possible starting points: ͑i͒ Its energetic position and dispersion suggests that its origin is due to a perturbation of the 2D Shockley state by the 1D step sequence ͑2D-1D͒. ͑ii͒ It is well known that steps represent locations where the surface states and bulk states are no longer orthogonal and can thus couple. We therefore cannot a priori rule out the importance of all three dimensions ͑3D-1D͒ and the formation of step edge states. [16] [17] [18] 2D-1D scenarios: One-dimensional models have been rather successful for the description of the surface states on stepped surfaces. 14, 22 This is further justified since the effective masses of the electrons parallel to the steps are all found to be equal to that of the Shockley surface state on the flat Cu͑111͒, i.e., motion along the steps is completely unaffected by the presence of the steps. On a flat surface with just a pair of steps, the resulting trapped states observed in STS images on Au͑111͒ ͑Ref. 3͒ and Ag͑111͒ ͑Ref. 9͒ should have just the spectral signature that we observe, with a confinement energy that tells us roughly the separation of the steps. Now Cu͑332͒ presents a regular array of steps, and we expect these trapped states to interact coherently to form Bloch states: the Shockley surface state propagating perpendicular to the steps is the consequence of this process. A likely explanation for the remaining 1D feature is localization due to disorder: on a real vicinal surface the terrace lengths fluctuate about the nominal value, 23 leading to a strongly peaked distribution function. Trapped states on adjacent terraces may then have different energies and can no longer couple to form propagating states. We have performed 1D model calculations for perturbed step sequences that were, unfortunately, not fully conclusive: tight-binding calculations using trapped states as basis functions were carried out for fully periodic step sequences and for randomly varying terrace lengths modeling realistic distribution functions. 24 The Kronig-Penney-type dispersion for the periodic sequence could be well reproduced, but disordered step lattices did not produce the type of localized states found in our experiment. On the other hand, enhanced wave amplitudes at perturbed sites within an otherwise periodic step array could be found using a transmission matrix approach. 25 Here, the boundary condition was chosen to be a propagating plane wave arriving from one side upon the finite step array. The physical picture is that of a plane wave of finite coherence length that is partially transmitted and partially reflected by the individual steps. Our results indicate partial trapping at perturbed sites for energies consistent with our experimental observation, and could thus provide a natural explanation for the 1D feature that would more appropriately be termed a resonance.
A further indication that limited coherence and disorder may play a role is the absence of umklapp bands related to the periodicity of the step lattice. In Fig. 4 highly reduced coherence length. A rigorous treatment of this 2D-1D scenario, in which disorder must play a determinant role, seems quite involved. It should also include the effect of disorder along the steps, which is quite obviously present as observed in STM images from vicinal Cu͑111͒ surfaces.
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3D-1D scenario:
Early photoemission experiments on Ir͑332͒ ͑Ref. 16͒ and Ni ͑79 11͒ ͑Ref. 17͒ indicated step edge states, i.e., electronic states that were induced by the charge redistribution at the steps. Using STM/STS images, Avouris et al., 18 have reported such to be localized at isolated steps on Ag͑111͒ and Au͑111͒. These step-edge states result from the coupling of the surface states to the underlying bulk states at the steps, and they were rationalized in terms of the electronic charge redistribution associated with the Smoluchowski effect. 26 Such states are thus a further serious candidate for explaining our 1D spectral feature. In STM/STS the spectral signature of an isolated step-edge state extends over all energies throughout the surface-state band and has not been clearly resolved. 18 The reduction of the work function on vicinal surfaces related to the Smoluchowski effect can indeed be observed and we must therefore take the presence of such step-edge states as a reality. Do these states, in the presence of a periodic step lattice, exhibit the spectral signature that we observe? This question is definitely far beyond the scope of the present paper. The position of the 1D feature relative to the surface-projected bulk band structure ͑see Fig. 4͒ on the Cu͑332͒ surface may indeed suggest such a connection, and in fact it ties this feature as a surface resonance. It should be noted that the rigorous projection of the bulk band structure on a vicinal surface, extending over all values of k ជ Ќ in reciprocal space, would completely fill the surface Brillouin zone, and we have therefore projected only the bulk states in the k-space region near the upper L point of the first bulk Brillouin zone.
In conclusion, a 1D surface resonance related to the step lattice on a vicinal Cu͑111͒ surface has been observed by photoemission. It may be explained either with disorderinduced dephasing of 2D Shockley states, or with step-edge states resulting from surface-bulk coupling. Discriminating between the two scenarios remains an experimental and a theoretical challenge, but will be an important step in comparing STM/STS and photoemission data from surface states.
